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Abstract: The password_hash() function can create a 

password hash providing security. Passwords are a critical 

part of information and network security. Passwords serve 

to protect user accounts but a poorly chosen password, if 

compromised, could put the entire network at risk. The 

password_hash() function can create a new password hash 

using a strong one-way hashing algorithm. The 

password_hash() function is compatible with crypt() 

function, therefore, password hashes created by crypt() 

function can be used with password_hash() function. And 

the encrypted password is decrypt using password_verify 

but here I could not using password_verify Password_hash 

Syntax: $pass = password_hash($password, 

PASSWORD_DEFAULT); 

Keywords: cryptography, encryption, decryption, 

password_hash().  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The interpretation of facts into a secret code. Encryption 

is the handiest manner to gain facts security. 

To examine an encrypted report, you must have get entry 

to a mystery key or password that permits you to decrypt 

it.  

Unencrypted records is called undeniable text encrypted r

ecords is called cipher textual content. a few passwords 

are saved as plain textual content, without 

any processing. this is an incredibly bad practice, and it 

is first-rate to keep away from the use 

of offerings that interact in  

it, due to the fact that they are probable to 

be similarly careless approximately the safety in 

their password garage. 

maximum passwords are converted earlier than storage to 

make it tough for every body who obtains 

the storedpasswords to find out what 

they truly are. normally that is accomplished the usage 

of both encryption or hashing. 

One way in which passwords 

are transformed for storage is encryption: mathematically 

combining the password with an encryption key 

to attain a cost that may be converted again to 

the authentic the use of either the encryption key or a 

mathematically associated decryption key. To 

be relaxed, the key used for decryption have 

tobe stored at ease or destroyed, for the reason that every 

person who has both it and the encrypted passwords may 

be capable of decrypt the encrypted passwords to 

their original values and access the debts they protect as 

though they had been the rightful users. Encryption is 

not broadly used because of this ability vulnerability. 

the second and extra broadly used password 

transformation is software of a 

cryptographically cozy hash feature, which transforms 

the original password into a set length variety such 

that there may be no reasonably feasible 

manner to opposite the transformation, in order 

that the handiest effective way for a thief who has the 

hashed password to decide the unique value is to 

use the same hash feature to strive feasible password 

values separately till finding one which produces 

the same hash value. probably, it might 

be necessary to strive they all, however in preferred, it's 

miles in all likelihood to 

test round 1/2 the feasible values to locate the password 

that produces a given hash value; 

password period determines 

the number of viable password values, 

and modern hints are up to 

date to keep tempo with computer generation and make 

sure that locating a password through such 

brute pressure strategies typically will 

take somewhere among years and the age of the universe 

or extra. 

Neither encryption nor hashing does greater than 

impose awork and aid requirement 

on potential hackers. usersneed to exercising care 

and avoid passwords which are certain to 

be discovered out quickly, like clearly awfulpassword 

like “password,” “pa55s0rd,” or “123456789.” 

Dictionary words are also horrific choices: the Oxford 

English Dictionary consists of within 

the community of half one 

million phrases and variants or opportunityspellings. cutti

ng-edge cracking techniques and 

modest resources can discover any widespread hash 

of one in all them in under a second. 

Combining 3 or four unrelated dictionary words right 

into a bypass word, for packages that allow it, 

is tons better, as is the usage of randomly generated 

strings of at the least 12 characters, particularly if the set 

from 

which they're selected includes top and decrease case 

letters, digits, and punctuation. 
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II. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

password_hash() characteristic is compatible with 

crypt() feature, consequently, password hashes created by 

crypt() feature can be used with password_hash() feature. 

And the encrypted password is decrypt the use 

ofpassword_verify but here I could 

not using password_verify 

III. METHODOLOGY 

a) Encryption 

Encryption allows us by protecting facts from hackers. 

In community communique, the same strategies can 

beutilized in saving passwords. Any 

encryption algorithm can be used to defend passwords. 

So on registration undeniable textual content passwords 

are encrypted and stored on your database. 

password have to be hashed ("encrypted" isn't always the 

proper time period for that) to guard towards attackers 

who advantage study-simplest get entry to to the 

database in which a server shops some 

thing it needs to affirmpasswords. Encrypting a password 

is usually used to guard it from eavesdropping. 

 

b) Decryption 

Passwords stored on a home windows computer are 

encrypted the use of a key derived from the password of 

the account that created them. as soon as a person is 

logged in, the saved passwords are decrypted so 

the consumer has get entry to to them. 

The real hazard is "offline" cracking. 

Hackers smash right into a gadget to thieve the 

encrypted password file or snoop on an 

encrypted trade throughout the internet. they 

are then loose to decrypt the passwords with out each 

person stopping them. ... So hackers remedy this with 

a "dictionary" assault. 

Decryption is the manner of converting an encrypted 

message returned to its original (readable) format. 

... virtual encryption algorithms paintings with the aid 

of manipulating the virtual content of a plaintext 

message mathematically, the use of an encryption set 

of rules and a digital key to produce a 

ciphertext model of the message. 

 

c) Cryptography 

Cryptography presents for cozy conversation inside 

the presence of malicious third-parties—referred to 

asadversaries. Encryption uses an algorithm and a 

key to transform an input (i.e., plaintext) into an 

encrypted output 

Cryptography is a 

technique of protecting statistics and 

communications through the use of codes, in order 

thathandiest those for whom 

the facts is meant can study and technique it. The 

prefix "crypt-" means "hidden" or "vault" -- and the 

suffix "-graphy" stands for "writing." 

Cryptographers secure computer and data generation 

systems with the aid of developing algorithms and 

ciphers to encrypt facts. ... 

They expand and test cryptology theories 

and techniques, imposing new or made over 

encryption answers. 
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Cryptography previous to the cutting-

edge age became correctly synonymous with 

encryption, changing statistics from a readable nation to 

unintelligible nonsense. The sender of an encrypted 

message stocks the interpretingtechnique best with meant

 recipients to preclude get admission to from adversaries. 

d) Password hash 

password_hash() creates a new password hash the usage 

of a robust one-way hashing set of rules. ... therefore, 

password hashes created with the aid of crypt() can 

be used with password_hash(). the following algorithms 

are currently supported: PASSWORD_DEFAULT - Use 

the bcrypt set of rules (default as of Hypertext 

Preprocessorfive.five. 0). 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

password_hash() creates a brand new password hash the 

use of a sturdy one-way hashing set of rules. 

password_hash() is like minded with 

crypt(). consequently, password hashes created by way 

of crypt() can beused with password_hash(). 

the following algorithms are presently supported: 

PASSWORD_DEFAULT - Use the bcrypt set of 

rules (default as of php 5.five.0). word that 

this constant is designed to change over time as new 

and more potent algorithms 

are introduced to php. because of this, the duration of 

the result from the usage of this identifier 

can change through the years. therefore, it's 

farencouraged to save the bring about a database 

column that could extend beyond 60 characters (255 

characters could be an excellent desire). 

PASSWORD_BCRYPT - Use the 

CRYPT_BLOWFISH algorithm to create the hash. this 

may produce a widespread crypt() like minded hash the 

use of the "$2y$" identifier. The end 

result will usually be a 60 personstring, or false on 

failure.PASSWORD_ARGON2I - Use the Argon2i 

hashing algorithm to create the hash. 

This algorithm is onlyavailable if Hypertext 

Preprocessor has been compiled with Argon2 support. 

PASSWORD_ARGON2ID - Use the Argon2id 

hashing set of rules to create the hash. 

This algorithm is most effective available if php has been 

compiled with Argon2 help. 

Supported alternatives for PASSWORD_ARGON2I and 

PASSWORD_ARGON2ID: 

 

memory_cost (int) - most memory (in kibibytes) that can 

be used to compute the Argon2 hash. Defaults to 

PASSWORD_ARGON2_DEFAULT_MEMORY_COS

T. 

 

time_cost (int) - maximum amount of time it is able 

to take to compute the Argon2 hash. Defaults to 

PASSWORD_ARGON2_DEFAULT_TIME_COST. 

 

threads (int) - number of threads to use for computing the 

Argon2 hash. Defaults to 

PASSWORD_ARGON2_DEFAULT_THREADS. 

V. RESULT 

The used set of rules, fee and salt are returned as a part 

of the hash. consequently, all records it really is needed 

to verify the hash is protected in it. 

This permits thepassword_verify() characteristic to confir

m the hash without needing separate garage for 

thesaltor algorithm statistics.if(password_needs_rehash($

row['account_passwd'],PASSWORD_DEFAULT, 

$alternatives){$hash = password_hash($password, 

PASSWORD_DEFAULT, $alternatives);} 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Passwords remain the primary approach for on-

line authentication and ought 

to be included while stored on a server. Encryption is 

an choice, however it has an inherent weak spot in 

this software due to the fact the server authenticating the 

password ought to have the key to decrypt it. An attacker 

who steals a report of encrypted passwords can 

also thieve the key. 

Hashing is a better choice, in particular with the really 

apt use of salt, according to mathematician Andrew 

Regenscheid and computer scientist John Kelsey of 

the countrywide Institute 

of standards and era’s laptopprotection department. 

Encryption is a two-way function; what's encrypted can 

be decrypted with the right key. Hashing, but, is a one-

way function that scrambles simple text to supply a 

completely unique message digest. With 

a nicely designed set of rules, there may 

be no manner to reverse the hashing method to 

expose the unique password. An attacker who steals 

a report of hashed passwords need to then bet the 

password. 
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